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Asia Times in Brief

Established global brand covering Asian 
geopolitics, business, finance and culture since 

1995

Unique original written and video content 
contributed by 138 correspondents worldwide

Bureaus in Hong Kong (HQ), Shenzhen, Beijing, 
Seoul, Bangkok, New Delhi, Beirut, London, New 

York, Seoul

Global English-language readership; local editions 
in Chinese, Korean, Filipino, Indonesian, 

Vietnamese, Arabic

Rapid readership growth, from 400,000 per month 
at re-launch in October 2016 to 10 million at 

present and 22 million projected for end 2Q2019

Strong social media presence



Asia Times Build-out: Business Intelligence

Asia Times Financial Limited, the newly established business intelligence unit of Asia Times Holdings, 
in collaboration with a major Chinese big data/AI firm, is creating Asia Times-branded equity and 
bond indexes, ETFs and other investment products for China and Southeast Asia.

The new unit also produces both professional-grade financial markets and economic analyses for 
institutional investors and market reports, forecasts and buy- and sell recommendations for retail 
investors on the US, China and East Asia.

Financial analysis and actionable commentary (“Buy this, Sell that!”) in written, short-form video and 
soon TV show format is produced by the extensive Asia Times reporting network and a select group of 
fund managers and financial TV personalities in the US and Asia.



Asia Times Build-out: AT-TV

In Hong Kong and in major cities in China and Southeast Asia, there exist important unexploited niche 
markets for informative and entertaining financial television.

In the US, Asia Times’ 3rd largest market, there is a serious lack of business, economic and financial 
information on China and East Asia. What little information on China is broadcast tends to be biased or 
just plain wrong.

Asia Times will leverage its global network of reporters and commentators and the output of its 
Business Intelligence unit to create innovative short-form video coverage of US financial markets for 
Asia and of China and Asian markets for North America.

5G technology will be a game changer for OTT services. AT Financial TV will be a leading original 
contents producer.
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A Brief History

When Asia Times was re-launched on October 7, 2016, it 
had 350,000 readers in the first 30 days. Two years later, 
on October 6, 2018, Asia Times – by Google Analytics count 
– had more readers than that in a single day: 385,976
With its fast growth, Asia Times is leveraging the brand 
awareness created by the original Asia Times broadsheet 
newspaper founded in Bangkok in 1995 by Thai media 
proprietor Sondhi Limthongkul (left), editor Pansak
Vinyaratn, an adviser to several Thai prime ministers, 
and deputy editor Uwe Parpart (current editor). 

It was the avowed aim of the founders to challenge the dominance of English-language news coverage of Asia by Western-
domiciled publications (Asian Wall Street Journal, Financial Times etc.) by offering high-quality locally produced independent news 
and analysis of the region. The aim is unchanged; its pursuit has served the paper well. Asia Times has earned a reputation for 
breaking exclusive news and poignant analysis and opinion and has become a must-read on Asia. 
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Strategy 2

The persistent Asia Times aim has been and is to be the must-read on Asian politics and finance and on geopolitical themes. But there’s also a 
more in-depth picture of Asia to be shown to the world, key aspects of Asian culture ranging from film and painting to literature and sports like 
martial arts, badminton and cricket … and, of course, there’s Asian food to showcase.

Asia Times is the largest Asia-wide English-language digital news platform. From West to East, there are the Jordan Times, Jerusalem Post, 
Tehran Times, Times of India, Bangkok Post, Phnom Penh Post, South China Morning Post, Manila Times, Taipei Times, China Daily, Korea 
Herald, Japan Times; there is only one Asia Times that spans and connects the region. And since the beginning of 2018, we’ve gone seriously 
local and have developed pages in Chinese, Indonesian, Filipino, Vietnamese and Arabic. There are more languages to follow, Thai and Korean 
among them. 

Two ambitious expansion projects are in the works:

In collaboration with economic and financial data providers in China, 
Korea and Southeast Asia, we are developing Asia Times Financial, an 
Asian Business Intelligence unit.

Expanding on our video production units in Bangkok and Hong Kong, 
we are developing Asia Times TV shows for distribution, initially, in 
Hong Kong and the US in English and Chinese, later in other countries 
in English and local languages. 

The dividing lines between TV and digital “print” media are becoming increasingly blurred. Asia Times embraces this 
trend and is prepared for it. OTT streaming makes it possible.



Worldwide Bureau Network

BEIJING
BUREAU

BEIRUT
BUREAU

DELHI
BUREAU

NEW YORK
BUREAU

BANGKOK
BUREAU

HONG KONG
BUREAU

SEOUL
BUREAU

SHENZHEN
BUREAU

LONDON
BUREAU
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Principal Editorial Personnel 4

Name Position Former Affiliation

Uwe Parpart Editor Asia Times, Forbes, Shinchosha, Mitsubishi Bank, Bank of America, Reorient

Patrick Dunne Managing Editor University of Calgary, Postmedia

Jeff Pao China Editor EJ Insight, SCMP

Shawn Crispin SE Asia Editor Far East Economic Review, Wall Street Journal (Bangkok)

Andrew Salmon NE Asia Editor Forbes, SCMP, Times of London

Alison T Meuse Middle East Editor Agence France-Presse, NPR

Saikat Datta South Asia Editor Scroll.in, Indian Express, Hindustan Times

Gordon Watts Associate Editor China Daily, The Sun, SCMP

Jim Pollard Chief Sub-Editor The Nation

Alan Parkhouse Senior Editor Khmer Times, The Nation, SCMP

Bertil Lintner Roving Editor Far Eastern Economic Review, The Nation

Pepe Escobar Correspondent-at-Large Folha de S.Paulo

Chris Scott Asia Unhedged Editor Johns Hopkins University (SAIS)



Writers

Alison Tahmizian Meuse is the Asia Times Middle East editor. Based in 
Beirut, she has previously served as a Gulf & Yemen correspondent 
for Agence France-Presse, and international reporter for NPR.

Xuan Loc Doan is a UK-based researcher who holds a PhD in 
International Relations. He writes on Vietnam’s domestic and foreign 
policy, ASEAN, and Asia-Pacific geopolitics.

George Koo is the founder and former managing director of 
International Strategic Alliances, a firm that advises clients on their 
China strategies and business operations. He writes predominantly on 
issues relating to US-China relations.

Lin Wanxia is a young journalist from Guangzhou, in Guangdong 
province. A recent Hong Kong journalism graduate, she reports on 
market-moving stories from China, and on the country's fast-changing 
social and economic predicament.

Shawn W. Crispin is the Asia Times Southeast Asia editor. Based in 
Bangkok, he has worked as a journalist and editor in Asia for two 
decades and was previously bureau chief for the Far Eastern Economic 
Review and the Asian Wall Street Journal.

Richard Javad Heydarian is a writer, commentator and political scientist 
based in the Philippines. The author of several books – including his latest, 
The Rise of Duterte – he is also currently a resident political analyst at GMA 
Network.

Andrew Salmon is the Asia Times Northeast Asia editor. Based in Seoul, he 
has been a reporter for nearly two decades, for Forbes, The South China 
Morning Post, The Times of London and The Washington Times. His Korean 
War histories have won him an MBE from the UK's Queen Elizabeth II.

Jeff Pao is China Editor of Asia Times. He has worked as a journalist for 18 
years, mainly covering economics and financial markets, both in mainland 
China and his native Hong Kong.

Dr Christina Lin is a California-based foreign and security policy analyst. She 
has extensive experience working on China security issues at the 
Department of Defense, the National Security Council and the State 
Department.

Richard A Bitzinger is a Visiting Senior Fellow with the Military 
Transformations Program at the S Rajaratnam School of International 
Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
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Writers

Pepe Escobar is a veteran journalist who works as correspondent-at-
large for Asia Times. Originally from Brazil, his coverage of affairs in 
Central Asia and the Middle East has earned him something of a cult 
following.

Norman A. Bailey is president of the Institute for Global Economic 
Growth. He teaches economic statecraft at The Institute of World 
Politics and has experience on the staff of the National Security Council. 
He is professor of economics and national security at the National 
Security Studies Center, University of Haifa.

Stephen Bryen is the author of Technology Security and National Power: 
Winners and Losers, and has 40 years of leadership experience, both in 
government and industry, in the United States.

M.K. Bhadrakumar served as a career diplomat in the Indian Foreign 
Service for almost 30 years and has written expertly about geopolitics in 
Asia, the Middle East and beyond for Asia Times since 2001.

Bertil Lintner is a Swedish journalist, author and strategic consultant 
who has been writing about Asia for nearly four decades. He has written 
extensively about Myanmar, India, China and North Korea. 

Frank Chen is Web Editor at Asia Times, and writes news and opinion articles 
about politics in China, with particular attention to military-related subjects. 

Grace Dandan is a Hong Kong-based reporter focusing on business news and 
social issues. She writes both in English and Tagalog. 

Saikat Datta is the Asia Times South Asia editor and an award-winning 
investigative reporter. The author of India's Special Forces (2013), his previous 
employers include The Indian Express and the Hindustan Times.

Emanuele Scimia is a foreign policy analyst, journalist and author who has 
written for Asia Times since 2011. He is also a contributor to the South China 
Morning Post, The National Interest, and Deutsche Welle. 

Aditya Sinha is a writer and journalist based in New Delhi. He writes about 
India's politics and economy – and its relations with its neighbors.

David P. Goldman is an American economist, music critic, and author who is 
best known for his series of Asia Times essays under the pseudonym Spengler.
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Writers

Kunwar Khuldune Shahid is based in Lahore and has written about 
politics, economics and culture for various publications, including The 
Nation (in Pakistan), The Guardian, Foreign Policy magazine, Haaretz, 
The New Statesman, and The Telegraph. 

Bradley K Martin has focused on Asia and the Pacific as a journalist since 
1977 and has worked as bureau chief for The Baltimore Sun, The Wall 
Street Journal, Newsweek and Asia Times. At Bloomberg News he was 
chief North Korea watcher.

David Hutt is a Phnom Penh-based journalist who writes for Asia Times 
about politics and current affairs in Southeast Asia. Earlier in his career, 
reported from Nicaragua and Costa Rica. 

William Pesek is a Tokyo-based journalist and the author of 
Japanization: What the World Can Learn from Japan’s Lost Decades. He 
is a former columnist for Barron’s and Bloomberg and writes on 
economics, markets and politics.

Richard Cook has been writing about China and Asia, for newspapers 
and magazines across the world, for more than 20 years. Now based in 
London, he is Asia Times’ UK Correspondent.

Grant Newsham is a senior research fellow at the Japan Forum for Strategic 
Studies in Tokyo with over 20 years experience in Japan and Asia as a US 
Diplomat, business executive, and US Marine Officer.

F.M.Shakil is a journalist based between Peshawar and Islamabad. His first 
career was in banking, and besides Asia Times he has contributed to sundry 
newspapers in Pakistan and to the BBC's Pashto service.

Ben Kwok has an eye for interesting and often quirky stories from Hong Kong 
and mainland China. Before becoming an Asia Times regular, he spent 15 
years as a financial journalist, working for the South China Morning Post, Ming 
Pao and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.

John McBeth is an author and journalist from New Zealand who has enjoyed a 
long career covering Southeast Asia. Now based in Bali, he has also worked for 
the Bangkok Post, Asiaweek, the Far Eastern Economic Review and other 
titles.

Bong S. Sarmiento is an award-winning Filipino investigative reporter based in 
Koronadal City, in Mindanao. He has been a reporter at MindaNews since 
2003.
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Asia Times TV

New York has CNBC and Bloomberg TV. So does Hong Kong … poor, third-rate copies of 
the New York financial networks’ shows. Locally produced Chinese-language business and 
finance shows are as poor in terms of quality and entertainment value and poorer still 
in terms of scope of information.

That creates a significant supply-side gap and growth potential for lively and informative 
markets and finance TV.

According to a 2015 Hong Kong Stock Exchange report, there were 2.25 million individual 
stock market investors in Hong Kong, 36.2% of the adult population.

That’s among the highest if not THE highest market participation rate globally.

However, participation in overseas markets, which have regularly outperformed Hong Kong, 
remains very low: just 3.3% in December 2014.

Almost certainly, one of the principal reasons for such a low overseas market participation rate is the fact that Hong Kong print, online and TV media offer very little, limited, often mind-
numbingly boring information on those markets – including the largest, New York.

Asia Times TV will change that by leveraging its global editorial network with qualified market reporters and commentators in all major market places. 

Coverage, initially in English, will eventually be provided in Chinese as well as in the several other languages, in which Asia Times now publishes: Indonesian, Filipino, Vietnamese and Arabic, 
and soon Korean and Thai. Programs in those languages will be syndicated and distributed by partners in the relevant countries.

A model program outline for a morning show is appended below.

The Asia Times Business Intelligence unit will provide unique and exclusive financial information for the Asia Times TV shows.
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Asia Times TV

Of course, even given a sizeable retail investor community in Hong Kong and elsewhere, financial TV will always define a niche rather than a mass market. But from a business and ad sales perspective that is not a 
huge problem: According to the HKEx report, the typical Hong Kong retail stock investor has tertiary or above education and a monthly household income of about HK$45,000, defining an excellent ad sales 
demographic.

So far, this write-up has focused on foreign market coverage for HK investors. However, equally or potentially more important than that is news coverage of Chinese and other Asian markets for both local and 
foreign audiences. 

China coverage in the large overseas TV markets in North America and Western Europe is at best spotty and – more commonly – spotty and negatively biased. Savvy investors there are aware of that, but have no 
place to go to get reliable information on Chinese and other Asian markets.

That’s another thing we aim to change. It will start with an Asian markets round-up show – with strong emphasis on China – broadcast in the early evening hours in Hong Kong/early morning hours in the US.

This program will be syndicated for distribution in multiple North American and European markets and produced by our Hong Kong and Bangkok offices, with support from the Asia Times Beijing Bureau.

We are constantly fine-tuning our video production workflow. Our online video production teams initially created short-form videos for distribution through our social media channels. 

Now these 2-3 minute professionally produced clips are being edited and amalgamated with longer interviews and features to form the basis of a much wider and richer broadcast and streaming package. These 
shows will be OTT streamed to smart TVs or via apps downloaded by viewers for smart phones and tablets.
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Good Morning, Hong Kong!

Program Outline for an Asia Times “Good Morning, Hong Kong” markets/finance morning show 
(7:30am – 8:15am)

Basic concept is to do a quick review of important overnight Europe/US developments, assess their impact on Asian markets and issue some pointed Buy and Sell recommendations for 
regional markets.

Segment 2 - The Interview: 

10-minute discussion with market leaders, public officials, or public policy experts on news that moves 
market. The interviews will be market-focused and transaction-oriented. Heavy on investment advice.

Segment to be produced in New York and/or US West Coast.

Segment 1: US and Europe market recap: 10 minutes

1. What happened and why: what moved markets (earnings, public policy, central banks) 
2. American and European news curated for an Asian investor market 
3. Investment-focused news roundup rather than a summary of news available elsewhere

Segment to be produced in New York with video support from London and Frankfurt.

We have formed a group of advisers including successful investment managers, prominent economists and high-profile political analysts. The interview segment will emphasize continuity with recognizable voices for 
branding purposes. Regular guests would include Roy Niederhoffer, a prominent hedge fund manager; Isaac Corre, CEO of Governors Lane Capital; Dr. Henry Kressel, head of technology investing at Warburg Pincus; 
Sebastian Gorka, former Deputy Assistant to President Trump;  Edmund Phelps, Nobel Prize Laureate; Dan Nathan, head of advisory firm Risk Reversal and prominent CNBC guest host; Uwe Parpart, Asia Times editor 
and former chief strategist at Reorient Group; David Goldman, Asia Times columnist and former head of Fixed Income Research at Bank of America, New York
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Good Morning, Hong Kong!

Segment 3: 10 minutes of market drill down. What changed in the past 24 hours, what to buy, what to sell, including stocks, fixed income, currency and commodities. The presenter will use 
one or two charts to tell a clear story about market opportunities, perhaps assisted by a guest expert. 

Segment 3A: (5 minutes) How to hedge. Following the main market segment we will have a brokerage house expert walk the viewers through options and futures trades on their Internet-
based systems. That will bring in advertising. 

Example (see chart): After S&P volatility increased significantly over several days, it triggered a market meltdown. Investors’ best protection would have been to buy volatility (ie, long VIX, 
the implied volatility of the S&P). Fortunes were made on that trade just like fortunes had been made shorting the VIX in the months prior to Black Monday Feb 5, 2018.

Segment 4: (10 - 15 minutes) Asian markets preview: What is the impact of overnight developments on different Asian markets? What should you buy or sell? What are the best ETFs to 
express your investment view? What events will move the markets during the day (eg, Japan or China data)? That includes public policy, earnings reports, central bank activity and related 
news. Our experts will offer opinions about the best trades in the upcoming session, down to individual stock recommendations.
Stock recommendations will be presented in the style of CNBC’s Jim Cramer.
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Asia Times’ Video Production

Asia Times is the largest Asia-wide English-language digital news platform. From West to East, there are the Jordan Times, Jerusalem Post, Tehran Times, Times of India, Bangkok Post, 
Phnom Penh Post, South China Morning Post, Manila Times, Taipei Times, China Daily, Korea Herald, Japan Times; there is only one Asia Times that spans and connects the region. And 
since the beginning of 2018, we’ve gone seriously local and have developed pages in Chinese, Indonesian, Filipino, Vietnamese and Arabic. There are more languages to follow, Thai and 
Korean among them.

Two ambitious expansion projects are in the works: In collaboration with economic and financial data providers in China, Korea and Southeast Asia, we are developing Asia Times 
Financial, an Asian Business Intelligence unit. Expanding on our video production units in Bangkok and Hong Kong, we are developing Asia Times TV shows for distribution, initially, in 
Hong Kong and the US in English and Chinese, later in other countries in English and local languages. The dividing lines between TV and digital “print” media are becoming increasingly 
blurred. Asia Times embraces this trend and is prepared for it. OTT streaming makes it possible.
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The persistent Asia Times aim has been and is to be the must-read on Asian politics and finance and on 
geopolitical themes. But there’s also a more in-depth picture of Asia to be shown to the world, key 
aspects of Asian culture ranging from film and painting to literature and sports like martial arts, 
badminton and cricket … and, of course, there’s Asian food to showcase.



Asia Times Social Media

Asia Times has developed an active and diverse social media presence throughout the region. Including  our recently launched 
Arabic page run out of our Beirut bureau, we have 11 Facebook pages.
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Asia Times’ Global Distribution

Indonesia has surged to the top of our readership table after the launch of our 
Bahasa Indonesian language section.
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Asia Times Projected Traffic 15



With the launch of our Arabic-language section, Asia Times now publishes news and feature stories in simplified and traditional Chinese, Bahasa 

Indonesian, Vietnamese, Tagalog and Arabic. Coming soon will be a comprehensive transliteration of all English stories into Urdu, Hindi and Bengali.

The Many Languages of Asia Times 16


